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StormwateRx Technology Heading East
StormwateRx LLC technology units are now in fabrication and
will be heading east, to an auto shredding recycling facility in
Virginia. Justin Lauterbach, Associate, who manages RT's
StormwateRx business unit, said that the recent order
signifies both acceptance of the latest stormwater technology,
and modular adaptability of the units to site-specific
conditions.

Stormwater
Runoff

The facility involved, outside Washington, D.C., has
stormwater collection impoundments, which afford oil water
separation and settling. However, more stringent stormwater
standards, coming into effect in states throughout the nation,
in many instances this year, dictated a need for metals
treatment. After evaluation of a number of technologies and
vendors, facility management selected StormwateRx, stating
that the line of equipment was "the best for stormwater
treatment."
Mr. Lauterbach said that three StormwateRx technologies will
be installed:
- Retenu™ - To provide initial reduction of solids and
metals.
- Aquip® - To provide cost effective filtration of solids,
and, enhanced metals removal.
- Purus® - To remove remaining concentrations of
metals to meet discharge limits.
Time and time again, facilities with open yard operations are
choosing StormwateRx as their stormwater treatment
technology of choice. The facility, in operation since 1973, is
moving forward with technology which has been
demonstrated over and over again, to meet discharge limits
which are hard to reliably meet using other technologies.
In yet another example of StormwateRx technology coming
east, a Clara unit was selected for a new recycling yard in
Montgomery County, north of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Clara is StormwateRx's most popular unit, affording cost
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effective oil and grease as well as solids removal, where
basic treatment is needed at any site.
RT Environmental Services, Inc. (RT) is proud to represent
StormwateRx technology here on the east coast, where we
are currently experiencing above average wet conditions. As
on the west coast, and now on the east coast, where it is not
possible to place all potentially polluting materials which might
impact stormwater under roof, StormwateRx is receiving
increased attention among those with open yard operations.
For more information, you can reach Justin at 215-909-0056, or by email at
jlauterbach@rtenv.com.
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